
404 error on localhost installation
Posted by RedSpiderWeb - 2011/04/02 23:48
_____________________________________

Hi 

Firstly, many thanks for this plugin.

Unfortunately I seem to be having some issues with it and I don't think it's the red wine I've been drinking!!! I have
installed and enabled the plugin successfully and double and triple checked by coding and all is in order.

I have two folders on my localhost server with the following names
JOOMLAROOT/images/stories/adc/lightbox-full
JOOMLAROOT/images/stories/adc/lightbox-th

I specify the path to the thumbnail in the  tag as follows:
images/stories/adc/lightbox-th/img_th.jpg
and to the enlargement in the  tag as follows:
images/stories/adc/lightbox-full/img.jpg

The thumbnail displays as expected and the lightbox fires up onclick; however, inside the lightbox window I get: "404
Error - The requested image could not be found"

If it helps, I'm running Joomla! 1.5

Any assistance would be gratefully received.

Many thanks,

Carmen.

============================================================================

Re:404 error on localhost installation
Posted by admin - 2011/04/03 05:27
_____________________________________

Hello,

Provide HTML code which you use and send page files of the page with the lightbox please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:404 error on localhost installation
Posted by RedSpiderWeb - 2011/04/03 10:15
_____________________________________

Thanks for your reply.

The HTML code for a page with two pictures for enlargement is as follows: 

  

  

As for sending page files, this is on a localhost server so what is the procedure for doing that?

Many thanks for your time.

Carmen.

============================================================================
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Re:404 error on localhost installation
Posted by admin - 2011/04/03 14:08
_____________________________________

If SEF mode is enabled in Joomla! settings, try to temporary disable it and check the lightbox. Try to open large images
in a browser:

http://domain.com/images/stories/adc/lightbox-full/2006conwy1.jpg

http://domain.com/images/stories/adc/lightbox-full/2006conwy2.jpg

Where domain.com is domain name of your site.

Open the page with the lightbox in a browser, choose 'Save As' link in browser's menu, save all page files, archive and
send them by email.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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